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HARVEY’S 
DESTRUCTION

Hurricane Harvey caused an 
estimated $125 billion in damage
Approximately  204,000 homes and 
apartment buildings were damaged

Nearly 75% were outside the        
federally designated 100-year 
floodplain
More than half were outside all 
flood plain designations
Most were uninsured 



PRESENTATION ROAD MAP

 Flood-Related Liability for Reservoir Operations
 State and Industry Response to Harvey and Subsequent 

Flooding



FLOOD-RELATED LIABILITY 
FOR RESERVOIR OPERATIONS

 Suits filed against 
USACE

 Suits filed against SJRA

 Suits filed against SRA

 All based on “inverse 
condemnation”



STATE AND FEDERAL TAKINGS CASES

 State Takings

 “No person’s property shall be taken, damaged or destroyed for or applied to public use 
without adequate compensation being made…” Tex. Const. Art. I, § 17(a).

 Gragg Taking for flooding due to reservoir operations

 Kerr Recent Texas SC case limited takings liability

 BRA v. City of Graham Valuation of Takings Damages

 Federal Takings

 “[N]or shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.” U.S. CONST. 
amend. V.

 Arkansas Game Temporary flooding can cause takings liability



TARRANT REGIONAL WATER DISTRICT V. 
GRAGG

 Intent “[T]he requisite intent is present when a governmental entity knows that a 
specific act is causing identifiable harm or knows that harm is substantially certain 
to result.”

 Recurrent Flooding “While nonrecurrent flooding may cause damage, a single 
flood event does not generally rise to the level of a taking.”

 Silent as to how frequently flooding must occur to not be considered “single 
event”

 Government liable even though property had flooded before because reservoir 
operation changed the “character” of the flooding



HARRIS COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DIST. V. 
KERR

 Homeowners sued County and District for recurrent floods due to alleged failure to 
implement prior flood-control plan and approving development

 Texas SC 5-4 decision to grant plea to jurisdiction dismissing case

 Intent Recurrent flooding does not prove intent by itself; government’s knowledge 
must be determined at time it acted

 Affirmative Conduct Failure to implement flood-control plan was not affirmative 
act; inaction will not support liability

 Specificity no evidence that government knew specific act would cause 
identifiable harm or damage was certain to result

 Public Use  No affirmative actions for public use, just approved private 
developments



BRAZOS RIVER AUTHORITY V. CITY OF 
GRAHAM

 BRA’s construction of dam caused flooding of City’s sewage-disposal 
plant and water treatment plant

 Evidence showed that:

 Sewage-disposal plant had flooded repeatedly

 Water treatment plant had flooded only once

 Both plants would flood in the future

 Valuation Only evidence of repeated flooding can get takings 
damages

 Compensation was difference in sewage-disposal plant’s value before 
and after dam; for water treatment plant, only damages from single flood



ELEMENTS OF A STATE TAKINGS CAUSE OF 
ACTION

 Intent  Government must know (at the time it acted) that a 
specific act is causing identifiable harm or know that harm is 
substantially certain to result

 Affirmative ConductMust be an affirmative act; inaction will 
not support liability

 Specificity Government must know specific act would cause 
identifiable harm or specific damage was certain to result

 Public Use  Must have an affirmative action done for public use
 Recurrent Flooding  Does not prove intent by itself; must be 

present for takings recovery



ARKANSAS GAME AND FISH COMM’N V. 
U.S.

 Corps temporarily changed reservoir releases to benefit farmers, causing repeated 
floods from 1993 to 2000

 Commission sued for taking because flooding caused destruction of timber 
downstream

 Government argued suit was barred because releases were temporary, taking must 
be permanent to be compensable

 SCOTUS held, “government-induced flooding temporary in duration gains no 
automatic exemption from Takings Clause inspection”

 Number of floods over sufficient time may constitute a taking, and every successive 
flood adds to evidence of taking



RECENT AND PENDING SUITS BASED 
ON FLOODING

 Complaints Against Corps Regarding Operation of Addicks and Barker
 17-9001 – In re Upstream Addicks and Barker (104 upstream flooding cases being heard 

by U.S. Court of Federal Claims)
 17-9002 – In re Downstream Addicks and Barker (159 downstream flooding cases being 

heard by U.S. Court of Federal Claims)

 Petitions Regarding Operation of Lake Conroe
 San Jacinto River Auth. v. Burney, 2018

 Flooding lawsuits against Sabine River Authority
 Waller v. Sabine River Auth. of Tex., 2018





ADDICKS AND BARKER ELEVATIONS

 Corps only acquired up to the 100-year flood plain
 Addicks:

 Spillway at 108 feet
 Design pool of 115 feet above msl
 Corps acquired land up to 103.2 feet
 Flooding from Harvey reached 109.1 feet

 Barker:
 Spillway at 104 feet
 Design pool of 106 feet above msl
 Corps acquired land up to 95.5 feet
 Flooding from Harvey reached 101.5 feet



STATE AND INDUSTRY 
RESPONSE

Interim legislative committee charges, hearings, and 
reports

TWDB: State Flood Assessment

TWCA Report: 

Flooding in Texas: Preparation and Response

Governor’s Commission to Rebuild Texas headed by 
Texas A&M Chancellor John Sharp



LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE

 Both the Lt. Gov and Speaker added interim charges to the 
House and Senate Standing Committees to look at various 
Harvey related issues

 Major Reports issued as of this date is the Senate Committee 
on Agriculture, Water, & Rural Affairs: 2017 Hurricane Harvey 
Response and House Committee on Natural Resources, Interim 
Report,  December 2018



LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE CONT.

 Senate Ag & Water Harvey report:
 Chairman Perry will draft legislation creating a 

State Flood Plan administered by the TWDB and 
funding, as well as “measures to help prevent 
against, warn of, and mitigate flooding and 
minimize the impact of a flood event, while 
developing the water supply when possible.”



LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE 
CONT.

 Key takeaways from Harvey report:
 Need to update modeling and take a watershed approach
 Coordinate and consolidate duplicate efforts between 

political subdivisions and agencies using a watershed 
approach and provide better transparency on funding and 
assistance

 Provide for better interagency collaboration and 
accountability in administering federal disaster payments and 
state funding sources

 Work to get higher ratings from the Community Rating System 
to get lower flood insurance premiums

 Clarify who is responsible for dredging and debris removal in 
some areas whether it’s the state or river authorities.

 Look at opportunities to improve on Addicks and Barker 
reservoir operations and flood storage.

 Opportunities for water supply and development through 
Aquifer Storage and Recovery or transport should be explored



LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE 
CONT.

 TWDB will be a water supply, flood planning and 
information agency

 State Infrastructure Fund with a GR or ESF investment kick 
start should be created to support flood mitigation 
strategies detailed in the State Flood Plan

 River Authorities need to play a major role in coordination 
of flood mitigation in its watershed and assisting the TWDB 
on completion of its Flood Plan

 Reservoir Operators should review Operations manuals in 
light of current land development, science, and siltation.
 Prerelease should be addressed
 Dredging and raising  the dam elevation to create 

more storage should be evaluated



LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE 
CONT.

 Warning Systems 
 The public notification of Lake Levels and 

releases should be improved and made more 
useful to the public

 Similarly notification of rising floodwaters 
whether from rain or reservoir releases need to 
be improved by creating an Amber Alert type 
system



HOUSE NATURAL RESOURCES

 As might be expected, there is much overlap 
between the two legislative committees on what 
should be done including TWDB role, funding 
needs, river authority and big Chapter 49 District 
participation, and emergency warnings

 House report provides more detail on how other 
states provide funding for flood mitigation

 House report discusses in more detail the 
limitations of prerelease and dredging discussed 
in more detail below



TWDB FLOOD ASSESSMENT

 Legislature requested TWDB to perform an 
assessment on what is needed for a 
statewide effort to mitigate flooding in Texas

 Stakeholders and others interviewed and 
existing resources consulted

 Very preliminary estimates show a 18-26 
billion dollar shortfall although total needs 
could be 31.5 to 36 billion.
 Estimates don’t include needed federal 

projects or projects associated with Harvey 
recovery or Dam rehabilitation



TWDB FLOOD 
ASSESSMENT CONT.

 Recommends that the legislature 
pursue a comprehensive program to 
mitigate flooding including:

 Improved flood mapping and 
modeling

 Coordinated watershed-based 
planning 

 Mitigation efforts including policy 
changes and increased technical 
and financial assistance



TWDB FLOOD ASSESSMENT CONT.

 Key Takeaways:
 Stakeholders surveyed expressed a preference for a locally led flood planning at a 

watershed level with locally prioritized improvements
 Stakeholders sought financial support for implementation of flood mitigation efforts and 

improvements in flood risk mapping and modeling, among other things.
 Lack of financial assistance biggest problem they are facing

 Houston-Galveston-Beaumont  region experiences the most frequently occurring and costly 
property damage compared to the rest of the state

 Many parts of the State are failing to take advantage of the Community Rating System that 
allows substantial discounts on flood insurance if higher standards and better development 
ordinances are adopted

 Mitigation of Flooding could benefit from greater state and regional coordination
 More stricter building codes and zoning ordinances would be beneficial going forward
 New funding sources are needed and existing sources such as Storm-water Utility fees could  

be raised and more widely adopted in the state by local governments



TWDB FLOOD ASSESSMENT CONT.

 Programs to obtain emergency assistance or to improve 
mapping or implement mitigation are confusing and overlapping 
and are barriers to improvement

 Better training is needed for floodplain managers

 Public needs to be educated on flooding dangers and how 
development exacerbates downstream flooding



TWCA FLOODING IN TEXAS: 
PREPARATION AND RESPONSE

 TWCA appointed a Flood Committee 
to prepare a paper to address some of 
the major issues being raised after 
Hurricane Harvey



TWCA RESPONSE

 Table of Contents:
 Water Supply and Flood Control 

Reservoirs in Texas

 Flood Mitigation Strategies

 Reservoir Operators’ Role in Providing 
Notice of Flood Events

 The Role of River Authorities in Flood Risk 
Reduction



TWCA RESPONSE CONT.

 Water Supply and Flood Control 
Reservoirs in Texas
 Water Supply Reservoirs 

 Flood Control Reservoirs

 Dual Purpose Reservoirs



TWCA RESPONSE CONT.

 Water Supply Reservoirs :
 Are operated as full as possible and to use the storage for 

flood control requires leaving empty a portion of storage to 
capture flood flow thus reducing the amount of water 
expected to be available for water supply

 If operated properly water supply reservoirs do not cause  
downstream flooding because they are designed to pass no 
more than the amount of water coming into the reservoir

 Often less water is passed providing a small positive benefit 
downstream



TWCA RESPONSE CONT.

 Flood Control Reservoirs
 The amount of flood 

storage in a reservoir must 
be kept as empty as 
possible

 Reduces the flow 
downstream

 Stored flood water is 
released downstream once 
the peak of the storm has 
passed



TWCA RESPONSE CONT.

 Dual Purpose Reservoirs
 These reservoirs have both water supply and flood 

control storage

 Flood storage is operated as empty as possible 
and water supply as full as possible



TWCA RESPONSE CONT.

 Flood Mitigation Strategies
 The report discusses the pros and cons of the 

more common strategies that have been 
discussed and include:
 Reservoir Prerelease 

 New on and off channel reservoirs

 Aquifer Storage and Recovery

 Dredging

 Notice of flooding



TWCA RESPONSE CONT.

 Prerelease from Water Supply Reservoirs
 Basically guessing that the water that is released 

in advance of a storm will be replaced and will 
not aggregate flooding downstream (causing a 
taking)

 Depending upon the location of the flood event 
prerelease may work if its dry downstream and 
wet upstream. Hurricane systems, however, 
move upstream and are not good prerelease 
candidates

 It takes time to release water without causing 
flooding downstream (and liability) and to make 
a meaningful reduction in storage



TWCA RESPONSE CONT.

 New On and Off-channel reservoirs
 On channel can capture water in a watercourse without costly 

conveyance and pumping
 On channel usually have more significant environmental issues 

requiring expensive mitigation costs and permitting delays and more 
importantly the sites have to be in the right place to help reduce 
flooding

 Off channel reservoirs have more siting flexibility but require very 
large pumping and conveyance facilities that still would provide 
little reduction in flood flow

 Pumping during flooding is difficult because of debris and sediment



TWCA RESPONSE CONT.

 Aquifer Storage and Recovery
 Essentially takes water from one place in this case watercourses or 

impoundments and pumps it into an aquifer for later removal

 Requires the right physical conditions and economics 

 Capturing storm water in detention basins and pumping into aquifers can be 
useful if the water quality is good and aquifer conditions are favorable 

 Capturing flood waters for ASR to be meaningful would require pumping of 
flood flows into large off-channel reservoirs with the same problems as using 
off-channel reservoirs generally plus favorable aquifer conditions

 Use of ASR to drawdown existing water supply reservoirs and making flood 
storage available has potential and is being explored over the state mainly for 
its water supply potential



TWCA RESPONSE CONT.

 Dredging
 Dredging of sediment in reservoirs can make 

more storage available for flood control and 
dredging in a stream can improve channel 
capacity

 Studies show that significant quantities of 
materials must  be removed from a reservoir with 
only minimal reduction in water levels 
downstream

 Dredging is very expensive unless it can be 
combined with a mining operation to get rid of 
the materials dredged

 Dredging in water courses require technical 
guidance and planning to avoid moving the 
flood downstream

 Often dredging has negative environmental 
impacts making getting federal permits difficult



TWCA RESPONSE CONT.

 Role of River Authorities in Flood Risk Reduction
 To reduce flooding risks and improve public safety 

four major goals must be met

 Development standards must be updated and 
kept current

 Flood plain administration must be uniformly 
implemented throughout the watershed

 Early warning and response systems must be 
improved

 New flood mitigation projects must be studied 
and developed where appropriate



TWCA RESPONSE CONT.

 Currently cities and counties have the authority to work on improving the 
first two issues although depending upon the circumstances river 
authorities can play a role if asked 

 River Authorities play a role in emergency warning and response and 
can improve on what is being done now but always should defer to a 
central authority such as NOAA’s River Forecast Center to minimize 
confusion and provide a one stop service

 River Authorities(or other large Chapter 49 Districts) with perhaps clearer 
contracting authority can assist in the evaluation and  construction of 
new flood mitigation structures, but only if it’s determined how such 
facilities can be paid for since with few exceptions River Authorities and 
Districts have no taxing powers or sufficient general funds to pay for new 
projects without repayment



FUTURE PROOFING TEXAS

 Governor’s Commission to Rebuild Texas headed by Texas A&M Chancellor 
John Sharp
 Provides a very detailed chronology of the Hurricane, response and recovery 

efforts, existing resources, what worked and what did not
 Provides very detailed recommendations for what can be done to improve on 

natural disaster response and recovery to “future proof” Texas
 Makes it clear that with the right amount of money A&M can provide even more 

assistance on emergencies in Texas than it already does 
 Although I really like the idea of the AgriLife agents having an extended role in 

response and recovery and beefing up emergency animal rescues by its vet services

 Major Recommendations are similar to above but many others are worth 
incorporating going forward



QUESTIONS
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